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Abstract

At present, no standard frequency allocation mechanism
exists for Wireless LAN access points. In this article, we in-
troduce a number of techniques based on graph colouring
algorithms, and demonstrate their effectiveness using sim-
ulations. We also suggest a preliminary message format the
access points could employ to exchange information regard-
ing the wireless channel, and elaborate on the possible pro-
tocol architectures that could be used in the actual channel
allocation process.

1. Introduction

During the past few years the number of Wireless Local
Area Networks (WLANs for short) has experienced rapid
growth. Not only has the number of deployed company
and university networks increased, but also public hotspots
have become common, and their number is still exploding
rapidly. However, as wireless access points (APs) become
densely deployed, problem of frequency selection arises.
With the common 802.11b WLAN technology, only three
non-overlapping channels are available, and no standard
mechanism exists for the access points to dynamically se-
lect the channel to be used as to minimise interference with
other APs.

2. Colouring in frequency allocation

In this section we shall formulate the frequency allo-
cation problem for WLANs in terms of graph-theoretic
colouring problem, and introduce various algorithms for
solving these problems, paying attention to their suitability
for implementation in the WLAN context. But first we re-
call shortly the statement of the colouring problem that is of
interest in the frequency allocation context. For a compre-
hensive exposition on basic graph theory we refer the reader
to [2].

Suppose we are given a simple graph G = (V, E), that
is, a graph consisting of a set of vertices V , and set of

edges E connecting the vertices so, that loops (edges con-
necting a vertex to itself) and multiple edges between ver-
tices are not allowed. Then a vertex colouring of G is a map
c : V (G) → F , where F is a set of colours, usually some
small subset of positive integers. We shall call a colouring
admissable, if c(Vi) �= c(Vj) for all adjacent Vi and Vj (that
is, for those vertices connected by an edge). We call an ad-
missable colouring minimising |c(V )| (that is, the size of
the colour set used) an optimal colouring. The number of
colours used by the optimal colouring is called the chro-
matic index of the graph.

2.1. Interference graphs

We shall now formulate the channel allocation problem
in terms of the terminology introduced in the previous sec-
tion. Given a collection {Vi} of access points (or radio tran-
scievers in general), we shall form an interference graph
G = (V, E) as follows. The vertex set V is simply identi-
fied with the set {Vi}. The set of edges E is constructed as
the union of those pairs {Vk, Vl} of vertices, that correspond
to access points Vk and Vl that would interfere with each
others’ radio traffic should they be assigned to use the same
channel. Finally, we let F , the set of “colours”, to be the col-
lection of channels available to the access points. Now the
channel allocation problem is simply finding of an admiss-
able colouring of G with the colour set F .

Naturally the size of the colour set is greatly technol-
ogy and legislation -dependent. In most European countries,
F = {1, 2, . . . , 13} for the IEEE 802.11b and 802.11g tech-
nologies, of which the subset F ′ = {1, 6, 11} corresponds
to the non-overlapping channels. For the IEEE 802.11a the
set of non-overlapping channels is considerably larger.

In the following we shall discuss three classes of colour-
ing algorithms for solving the colouring problem under dif-
ferent constraints.

2.2. Classical colouring with heuristics

It is well known that the colouring problem is NP-hard.
While on the outset this might make it seem unsuitable for
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the present use due to the exponentially increasing com-
putational requirements as the number of access points is
increased, this fortunately turns out not to be the case.
Namely, a number of efficient heuristics have been devel-
oped, leading to polynomial-time colouring algorithms that
give very good approximations to optimal colourings.

A particularly simple, yet effective heuristic called the
“degree of saturation” was proposed by Brélaz in [1]. It is
defined as the number of differently coloured neighbours of
a vertex (or, equivalently, as the number of non-admissable
colours of a vertex).

The algorithm itself consists then of the following steps:

1. Initialise the degrees of saturation of all vertices to
zero.

2. Select the uncoloured vertex of highest degree of sat-
uration. If more than one vertex have the same degree
of saturation, choose the one with the highest number
of uncoloured neighbours.

3. Colour the selected vertex in a greedy manner, that is,
using the smallest colour admissable.

4. Update the degrees of saturation of the uncoloured ver-
tices neighbouring the one coloured in the previous
step.

The steps 2–4 are repeated until all vertices are coloured.
To complement this heuristic description of this

“DSATUR” algorithm, we shall also give a more rigor-
ous description. We shall denote the neighbourhood of i by
γ(i), the degree of saturation of i by d(i), and the colour as-
signed to i by c(i). We use the convention c(i) = 0 if
i is uncoloured. The set of uncoloured vertices is de-
noted U = {i ∈ V | c(i) = 0}, and we identify a set
with a sing le element with the element itself. With this no-
tation, the DSATUR algorithm for a graph (V, E), with
large enough set of colours C (taken to be a subset of the
set of natural numbers) can be expressed in the follow-
ing form:

∀i ∈ V : d(i) := 0, c(i) := 0
U := V
while (|U | > 0) {

S := arg maxi∈U d(i)
if |S| > 1: j := argmaxi∈S |U ∩ V (γ(i))|
else j := S
c(j) := min{i ∈ C | c(k) �= l ∀l ∈ V (γ(j))}
∀i ∈ V (γ(j)): if c(j)∩c(V (γ(i))) = ∅: d(i) := d(i)+1
U := U − j

}

Given an implementation using suitable data structures
the algorithm runs in O(m log n) time, where m and n are
the size and the order of the graph, respectively. In prac-
tise we have found that the constant factor hidden by the

O-notation is so small, that even when very limited process-
ing power is avalable, the algorithm can be run on a rather
dense graph of hundreds of vertices in less than a second.

The DSATUR algorithm has also other attractive prop-
erties (for full discussion the reader is referred to [7], and
references therein). In addition to processing time, the as-
sociated memory consumption scales in a very acceptable
manner. Also the colourings produced by the algorithm are
very good, actually optimal for large classes of graphs. Fi-
nal, and in our application vital property is that the algo-
rithm can be implemented in a purely deterministic manner.
Similarly to the case of, for example, routing protocols, this
allows the colouring algorithm to be used in a distributed
manner, without the need of a central “channel assigment
authority”.

2.3. On-line colourings

Due to technological limitations the access points should
not change channels while serving users. This is because
there is no standard technique to instruct the user equip-
ments to change their channels, leading to broken connec-
tions. We therefore would do best to perform the updates to
the colourings as a new access point Vk is added to the in-
terference graph so, that the existing channel allocation are
unaffected, if possible.

Fortunately a class of colouring algorithms, called on-
line graph colouring algorithms exists that can be applied
for such a channel allocation problem. The downside is, that
typically these algorithms have a very poor worst-case per-
formance (see, for example [4] and references cited therein)
in terms of the colours used. The absolute upper limit for
the performance ratio r in [4] is shown to be

r = O

(
n

log2 n

)
.

For an example on-line colouring algorithm in the channel
assignment context, with a detailed analysis the reader is re-
ferred to [6].

Even with their downsides, on-line colouring algorithms
might prove valuable assets, especially in the cases of tech-
nologies with larger number of non-overlapping channels.
Of course, also a hybrid scheme in which “regular” colour-
ing algorithm is run whenever the performance of the on-
line colouring becomes too poor might also be worth pursu-
ing.

2.4. T-Colouring

Finally, we consider algorithms that are suitable for in-
terference graphs so dense, that the channel set F ′ of non-
overlapping channels is not large enough for admissable
colouring. In this case we perform the colouring using the
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complete channel set, and impose a distance-type of condi-
tion for the channels of adjacent vertices. The correspond-
ing colouring problem is called the T -colouring problem.

More precisely, the main change compared to “regular”
colouring algorithms is the introduction of a set T of inte-
gers, representing disallowed colour separations. More con-
cretely, for a T -colouring function cT we have the addi-
tional requirement that

cT (V1) − cT (V2) /∈ T

holds for all neighbour vertices V1 and V2. The concept of
T -colouring in fact originated in the frequency assignment
context in the classic paper of Hale [3].

A vast body of knowledge has been accumulated during
the past two and a half decades on the T -colouring prob-
lem. For a nice, albeit a bit dated review, see [5].

3. Simulation setup

To obtain quantitative, albeit rather simplified under-
standing on the performance of the proposed scheme a num-
ber of simulations were performed with ns-2. As ns-2 does
not allow for modeling of cochannel interference, focus was
on three-colourable interference graph topologies, and clas-
sical graph colouring heuristics. Different channels were
used by instantiating multiple instances of the class “Wire-
lessChannel”, and connecting the access points and nodes to
the channel instances according to the obtained channel al-
location.

The colouring algorithm itself was implemented in Java
as an external program. Due to reasons discussed above, we
chose the DSATUR-algorithm as the classical heuristic al-
gorithm to be used. From the tcl-file describing the sim-
ulation setup, a script was used to extract only the access
points into a separate tcl-file used to determine the inter-
ference graph topology. This was accomplished by attach-
ing sources and sinks into each access point, and record-
ing the pairs between which communication was possible.
The graph so obtained was then given to the Java-program
for colouring, and in the final stage tcl-files were created to
give both the coloured and the random channel assignments,
based on the original scenario file. Finally, traffic flows con-
sisting of CBR-traffic over UDP and/or FTP-traffic over
FullTCP connections were put into place. In these simu-
lations the nodes were static. Mobility will be considered
in future simulations, but was not perceived as a critical
component at the present time, as the users of, say, WLAN
hotspots are typically rather static.

Three parameters were considered in evaluating the ef-
fectiveness of the colouring approach:

• The total number of collisions occuring in the network.
To obtain this statistic ns-2 source code was augmented

to give extra output regarding the events taking place
in the wireless link.

• The (aggregate) throughput of the network.

• In the case of TCP traffic, the perceived connection
round-trip-time and its variance. Both of these statis-
tics were obtained from the FullTCP implementation
of ns-2, and were taken from randomly selected TCP
end-nodes.

Especially the TCP-related performance figure are of in-
terest, as poor link conditions will be reflected in high vari-
ance of the RTT, due to retransmissions taking place in the
link-layer.

4. Simulation results

In this section we shall illustrate the results obtained
from the simulations described above. We would like to
emphasise that these simulations are not meant to give a
precise quantitative effectiveness of the performance of the
colouring approach. To accomplish that a massive number
of simulations have to be performed, with carefully con-
trolled location distributions for the access points and the
corresponding nodes serviced. Also the channel model and
the reception process used at the nodes should be modelled
more carefully than is done at present in ns-2. However, as
the reader will see, the obvious consistency of the results
clearly shows that the colouring algorithm works markedly
better than the random assignment of colours, and definitely
warrants further studies and measurements.

4.1. Number of collisions

We shall begin by considering the number of MAC col-
lisions as the function of the number of access points, as
new access points are being randomly placed on the simu-
lation area, and the channel assignments are performed for
all the access points. (As discussed above, the incapabil-
ity of ns-2 to simulate co-channel interference more or less
makes the simulation of the on-line colouring algorithms
impossible.) Figure 1 shows the results for pure UDP traf-
fic.

The results for pure TCP traffic are likewise shown in fig-
ure 2.

In the mixed traffic case the results are qualitatively un-
changed, as can be seen from figure 3.

4.2. Aggregate throughput

While the number of MAC collisions is a clear and sim-
ple indicator of the link conditions, a better characteristic to
measure the overall performance of the wireless network is
the aggregate throughput achieved for the applications.
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Figure 1. Number of MAC collisions as a func-
tion of the number of access points in a net-
work carrying purely UDP traffic.
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Figure 2. Number of MAC collisions in a net-
work carrying purely TCP traffic.

Figure 4 shows the development of the aggregate UDP
throughput as the number of access points is increased. With
each access points, five stations are added to the network.
We see that with the application of the colouring algorithm
an almost linear growth of throughput is obtained (which
should be the case if the traffic through different access
points is non-interfering), which is an improvement from
the rather jumpy and considerably slower growth in the ran-
dom case.

As seen in figure 5, the situation is largely unchanged in
the case of pure TCP traffic, except for the slightly lower ab-
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Figure 3. Number of collisions in the hetero-
geneous traffic case.
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Figure 4. Aggregate throughput of the net-
work carrying UDP traffic.

solute throughput, which is due to the higher protocol over-
head.

Finally, in figure 6 we see that the overall conclusions re-
garding the improvement of the throughput as graph colour-
ing is used remain unchanged in the presence of both UDP
and TCP traffic.

4.3. TCP traffic conditions

In the case of TCP traffic, the results are depicted in fig-
ure 7.

Clearly the RTT behaviour is substantially more “calm”
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Figure 5. Aggregate throughput of the net-
work carrying TCP traffic.
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Figure 6. Aggregate throughput in the hetero-
geneous traffic case.

when the channel allocation using the colouring algorithm
is applied. Due to the structure of the TCP data flow this
leads to faster recovery times when transmission errors oc-
cur (not a rare event in wireless LANs), and the overall re-
sponsiveness of the connection is also enhanced. This is es-
pecially important for the case of interactive applications,
already starting on the level of web browsing.

4.4. More complicated scenario with TCP traffic

To show that our scheme carries benefits even in a
slightly more realitic case of a larger network with mobile
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Figure 7. TCP RTT and its variance.

nodes, and varying communication ranges, we performed
simulations with the following characteristics:

• Twelve access points, with communication ranges
ranging between 100 meters and 250 meters.

• Number of nodes served by an access point was ran-
domly chosen from {5, 6, 7}.

• Traffic sources and sinks for both UDP and TCP were
randomly allocated.

• Nodes move randomly within the access point serving
radius’.

As an example of the results obtained, in figure 8 the
round-trip-time of a representative node is depicted, to-
gether with the corresponding variance estimator. Large dif-
ference may be observed between the randomly assigned
channels, and the channel assignment based on the colour-
ing algorithm.

To sum up the simulation results presented, the per-
formance of networks with frequncy allocations done us-
ing the colouring approach compares clearly and consis-
tently favourably to performance in networks with ran-
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Figure 8. TCP RTT and its variance in a more
realistic simulation scenario.

domly assigned frequencies. In fact, many of the existing
networks employ even worse channel allocation, with all
access points using the same channel (factory default).

5. Protocol considerations

In this final section of the present article, we shall dis-
cuss the choices to be made when implementing an auto-
mated channel assignment mechanism to access points. We
shall begin by describing the common message format that
all the different AP-to-AP communication mechanisms can
use, and then go on to discuss various techniques the APs
can use to share the information necessary to construct the
interference graph.

5.1. Radio neighbourhood description messages

The minimum set of data the access points need in order
to construct the interference graph is neighbour informa-
tion. For this, a message consisting of one neighbour entry

Ni per neighbour observed is sufficient, preceded by some
mandatory header information. For this preceding header,
the following structure is rather minimal:

MY_NEIGHBOURS MY_MAC_ADDR

MY_MAC_ADDR (cont.)

32 Bits

Here the first 16-bit field gives the number of neighbour
entries following the header, and the second 48-bit field
gives the MAC address of the wireless interface.

In the simplest colouring application the neighbour en-
tries Ni could in principle consist of only of the 48-bit
MAC-addresses the station originating the message can
hear. However, to enable the use of T -colouring and the on-
line colouring algorithms, information regarding the present
channels assigned to the access points, and some measure of
the level of the received signal is necessary. Thus we pro-
pose the following format for the neighbour entries.

CH SNR MAC_ADDR

MAC_ADDR (cont.)

32 Bits

Here the first two 8-bit fields give the channel the cor-
responding neighbour was heard using, and the measured
SNR. Main problem here is, of course, the measurement of
the SNR. Different 802.11-chipsets give results that are not
always consistent, thus leading to discrepancies in the in-
formation supplied in the messages. However, for the time
being we are probably forced to live with these difficulties.
This might in part change with the upcoming 802.11k stan-
dard, that will focus on radio resource measurements in the
frequency bands the WLANs use.

The signalling overhead in terms of messages obviously
scales as O(N2) in terms of the number N of nodes partic-
ipating to the frequency coordination process. The size of
each message is 64 bits per radio neighbour (plus 64 bits
for the header). Thus, with typical access point densities the
messages can usually be carried inside single frame, with-
out having to resort to IP-layer fragmentation.

When specifying a complete protocol for use, a slightly
more modular structure, also carrying optional information
for the colouring algorithms (such as the T -set used) might
turn out to be necessary. The above message structure is
only meant to be the initial building block to construct fur-
ther suggestions on.

5.2. AP-to-AP communications

For most conceivable variants of the colouring based
channel allocation the basic first step is the scanning of the
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channels for other access points, and formulating the radio
neighbourhood information message as described above.
Main differences in protocol operations would result from
the selection of any of the various methods the access points
can use to communicate this information amongst them-
selves.

The simplest way of disseminating the neighbourhood
messages would be flooding via the radio interface. How-
ever, this is slightly inpractical as there is no common con-
trol channel in wireless LANs that all the access points lis-
ten to continuously. Thus, in the case of already operational
WLAN, the access points should somehow coordinate the
sending of the neighbourhood information, and change to
the same channel for this procedure, or send the informa-
tion on several channels. Unfortunately this would result in
breaking the associations with the stations the access points
serve, so this probably cannot be done except during times
of very small number of users. The 802.11h promises to
change this by introducing mechanisms for dynamic fre-
quency changes, but, being designed to be interoperable
solely with 802.11a, does not seem to be facing a bright fu-
ture, at least in the short term.

More promising approach is to use the infrastructure net-
work connecting the access points, especially in the case
where the same (say) company owns all the access points.
In the case of access points being wireless routers as well,
the MAC address heard over can be mapped into IP ad-
dresses using a simple ARP-call, and any IP-based protocol
can then be used for the final delivery of the neighbourhood
information. Of course, if multicast support in routers (wire-
less and fixed) becomes commonplace, using geography-
based multicast groups for access points might also turn out
to be a good option.

As the number of hot spots in the public places is in-
creasing there is a probability that the number of WLANs
by different providers (companies) is getting larger so the
environment gets heterogeneous. In such a case all the ac-
cess points will not be connected to the same ’ethernet ca-
ble’ so there will be no possibility to match the MAC ad-
dresses to IP addresses via the ARP protocol and further-
more deliver neighbourhood information. In order to be able
to establish collaboration between neighbouring nodes from
different networks it might be convenient having a service
discovery protocol providing this capability. One possibil-
ity can be using location discovery capabilities to find the
neighbours.

6. Conclusions

The application of the colouring algorithm to the chan-
nel allocation problem in WLANs presents an attractive
solution to automated interference minimisation in the in-
frastructure mode. Depending on the exact boundary condi-

tions imposed by the access point deployment model, num-
ber of well-studied and effective colouring algorithms are
known. First simulation studies indicate that the presented
form of channel assignment works effectively, and provides
real benefits when contrasted with uncoordinated channel
selections. Finally, numerous protocol solutions seem to
be available for implementing the described channel al-
location mechanisms, showing that the scheme described
can be deployed in real-life test networks for more real-
istic, measurement-based performance studies. These per-
formance evaluation activities will be carried out in future
work.
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